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Abstract: Cloud Computing has gained immense importance in recent times. Cloud computing means delivering or utilizing services and resources over
the internet. Task scheduling is very important aspect for maximum utilization of the cloud. Task scheduling in cloud computing is nothing but allotting
different tasks to particular resources or machines such that the main purpose of moving to cloud is achieved i.e. high performance, maximum profit and
minimum time. There can be more justifications to why ‘scheduling’ is ongoing hot research topic nowadays. Services are provi ded on pay-per-use
basis. There are many scheduling algorithms proposed all having different target parameters. In this writing, different models of scheduling algorithms
have been studied along with comparison and tabulation of latest proposed cloud scheduling algorithms.
Index Terms: Cloud computing, scheduling algorithms, Task scheduling.
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computing is an evolution.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing refers to allowing dynamic allocation of
resources, running applications using data centres and
networks to remote users. This improves the capacity at
runtime without purchasing new infrastructure, instructing
new recruits, installing new software. This way
businesses and enterprises can focus on growth and
invest their time crucially. Kinsta Cloud, Google Cloud
Platform, Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, Adobe,
and Red Hat are some of the top cloud computing
companies.

1.3 Layers and Types of Cloud
Below is the classification of clouds based on the
provided capability and services, at abstraction level. The
architecture depicted in the figure is layered, i.e, the
higher layer services can be constituted from those at the
below layer.

Cloud client
Web browser, mobile app etc.

1.1 Basic Concept
There are many ways cloud impacts our daily life. We can
arrange, manipulate, store data using any device; set up
our own cloud infrastructure, access IT assets and share
IT resources with other departments, build our own
applications and software on cloud without the need of
maintaining servers and manage applications. So there
are endless advantages for an individual and business
associates to move to cloud.

SaaS
CRM, Office suit, email, Games
Paas
Applications, development, deployment tools

1.2 Cloud Computing Evolution
Cloud computing is basically seen as an evaluation.
There are some roots that led to cloud computing. It is
because of coming of web services and web service
standards that today we can create, package and use
powerful services online. So, it becomes the first root.
The next and most important reason for evaluation of
cloud is grid computing. Grid computing means to collect
all the resources which are distributed and get easy
access to them. Since different resources have different
software configurations, compilers, libraries and runtime
environments, there was the need of a technology that
addresses these issues. Virtualization technology did the
needful to enable hosting of different software
applications on a single physical platform. For fair and
equal access to resources, grid computing lacked
because it considered traditional metrics’ like throughput,
waiting time; which failed. Utility computing considered
QoS constraints for example deadline and importance of
jobs for users to compete for resources. Hardware
virtualization allowed virtualization of large scale data
centres and other resources (processors, memory, I/O
devices) to improve sharing and maintenance. Autonomic
computing was studied to improve systems by
decreasing human involvement. These were the
technologies that led to cloud computing. Hence, cloud

IaaS
Virtual machines, servers, storage networks

Fig. 1. Service Models In Cloud Computing

IAAS- Infrastructure As A Service. Under infrastructure as
a service, the virtualised resources, computation, storage,
communication, networking and networking services(e.g
firewall) are provided on demand. IaaS examples: Google
compute engine, Microsoft Azure, Cisco metapod and
Amazon web services mainly offers IAAS. PAASPlatform As A Service. To make the cloud easily
programmable, it can be called as platform as a service.
Developers can create, deploy applications without
knowing how many processors or how much data those
applications will need. So instead of installing the
libraries, software which will in turn fill up your system's
space, you just need the internet connection to develop
and host, whatever is needed all at a single cloud
platform. PAAS examples: Google app engine provides
an environment to host and develop web applications in
specific languages- Python or Java. SAAS- Software As A
Service. Web portal is required to access services at this
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layer. There is no need for locally installed programs.
Traditional
desktop
applications
like
MSword,
spreadsheet can now be accessed online; is a best
example where we use software as a service. There is no
need of software maintenance, users can simply develop
and test. SAAS examples: Salesforce.com is an example
of SAAS model; it provides CRM applications that
completely reside on their servers.
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online mode task are scheduled as soon as they arrive in
the system. Various metrics used to find the quality of
service in cloud are: makespan, cost, fairness, deadline
response time.
2.2 Scheduling Independent Tasks
Figure 2 gives the some scheduling algorithms for
independent tasks.

1.4 Deployment Models In Cloud Computing
According to the physical location and distribution, there
can be four types of deployment models in cloud. Public
Cloud. Public clouds are maintained by third party. All the
services are available to general public on the basis of
pay-as-you-go. Public deployment models in cloud are
best for organizations with high and unsteady demands.
Private Cloud. It is a cloud model that can be used by a
company for its internal/ partner use. It can run within the
company's own data center. It provides an organisation
high security and proper management. Hybrid Cloud.
Hybrid deployment model is when the public and private
clouds are used together; i.e, the public cloud services
are used when private cloud becomes insufficient. Or
thinking the other way, an organisation can use private
cloud to secure its data and, public cloud can be used for
customer interaction. Community Cloud. Community
cloud model is the one shared by several organisations
having common concerns. It is managed and hosted
domestically or by a third party vendor.

Independent tasks- scheduling algorithms
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Fig. 2. Classification Of Scheduling Algorithms For Independent
Tasks

Static heuristic algorithms are:
The Min-Min heuristic. In this algorithm, the first step is to
calculate minimum execution time(c) for each task and
the consequent tasks with minimum ‘c’ is assigned to a
machine.[10] [11]. The Max-Min heuristic. The logic
behind the max-min heuristic is just converse to the minmin heuristic. The task with maximum execution time is
allocated to the best performing machine. Genetic
algorithm. GA is an shaped up algorithm that performs
population selection, seeding, crossover and mutation to
map the tasks to the machines available [12]. Simulate
annealing. This algorithm uses greedy technique to
generate an initial value, and then generates a new
value. If the new value is better, it is replaced by original
value. This traditional algorithm meets the users’ needs
and rises system performance[13]. OLB(Opportunistic
Load Balancing). The task assignment in OLB is
randomly no matter what the execution time is on the
machines. It’s implementation is simpler than others, but
results in long makespan.. [14] MET (Minimum Execution
Time). In contrast to OLB, in MET, task assignment is on
the basis of execution time on machine[10], Two-phase
hybrid CR-AC algorithm works on MET as it considers
makespan to schedule workflows considering tasks
independently.

2 RESEARCH DONE IN SCHEDULING FOR
CLOUD COMPUTING
Scheduling in cloud computing is categorised in various
ways. 'Task' is the first category used to classify
algorithms. Tasks can be independent tasks or
dependent. The tasks which do not communicate are
independent, while those which require a proper
sequence for execution are dependent tasks. As given in
figure 2, and figure 3, task scheduling algorithms can be
static or dynamic.
2.1 Classification Of Scheduling
Static scheduling
In static scheduling, tasks are simultaneously given to
processor and are submitted to available resources, i.e.,
scheduling decisions are taken before tasks are
submitted. The static scheduling algorithms can be
further categorized as guided random search based and
heuristic based. Random choices are made in guided
random search based. Its example can be genetic
algorithm which finds near optimal solution in large
solution spaces. On the other hand, heuristics algorithms
make realistic decisions, not to give optimal schedule but
reasonable cost or other resource constraint.

2.3 Scheduling Dependent Tasks
Figure 3 gives the various static and dynamic scheduling
algorithms for dependent tasks. Static Algorithms For
Dependent Tasks. The static algorithms for dependent
tasks are grouped into guided random search based and
heuristic based. There can be in depth classification of
heuristic based into clustering heuristics and list

Dynamic Scheduling
In case of dynamic scheduling, number of tasks, machine
resource location, and arrival time of tasks are not known
before the tasks are submitted. Dynamic scheduling is
further classified into two types: batch mode and online
mode. In batch mode, all the tasks are first arranged into
a set and then allocated after a fixed periodic time. In
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scheduling heuristics. In [10] Topcuoglu has briefly
mentioned static scheduling algorithms for dependent
tasks. List scheduling heuristics. In list scheduling
heuristics, all the tasks are first prioritized and then
ordered in list form. Then the tasks are processed to the
machine that optimizes cost function. The examples can
be: Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time(HEFT)[10], and
Dynamic Critical Path(DCP) scheduling algorithm[9]
Clustering Heuristics. These type of algorithms are
applied for unbounded number of processors. Examples
of this type of algorithms are Dominant Sequence
Clustering(DSC) and Linear Clustering Method(LCS).

algorithms like FIFO, Fair and capacity schedulers for
data-intensive applications. For allocation among slots
having different computing power, the job deadline was
divided into map and reduces sub deadlines and
minimum weighted bipartite graph was modeled for
finding appropriate slots. Both test bed and simulations
results said that there was reduction in job elapsed
time9by 79%), deadline over job ratio(by 56%) and
computational time was just 0.0243 seconds. For a
known minimum cost that a user can pay for a particular
application on cloud, a cost budgeted algorithm [4] was
proposed that obtained minimum energy when
experimented on three different applications. In order to
optimize the scheduling decision while satisfying discrete
user demands, HEFT-T (heterogeneous earliest finish
time and topsis) algorithm [5] considered task priority and
processor selection with time deadlines. It proved to be
better in deadline achieving and task scalability, but
HEFT gave lower total execution time. Numerous
workflow based applications are stored in cloud. The
proposed algorithm [6], Extended dynamic constraint
algorithm(add-on of multiple choice knapsack problemMCKP) was compared with two prevailing scheduling
algorithms - Extended Dynamic Constraint Algorithm
(EDCA) and Extended Biobjective dynamic level
scheduling (EBDLS). It guaranteed that monetary cost is
optimized along with secure and reliable operation. It
reduced 25% failures while generating the cheapest
solutions among three algorithms. Resource allocation for
workflow scheduling always persists as a problem. Next
is the study of a novel hybrid algorithm CR-AC; which is
the combination of chemical reaction optimization and ant
colony optimization algorithms proposed[7] to optimize
the workflow scheduling algorithm. When compared with
traditional CRO, ACO and recent PSO and CEGA; it is
observed that the new algorithm gives better results in
terms of makespan and cost of scheduling the three
workflows, on a number of machines. It achieves a highstandard optimal solution with low cost under the
deadline constraint. Outperforms given algorithms in all
cases(different tasks on different no of VMs). An
optimization algorithm 'Slave ants based ant colony
optimization algorithm', based on the population of ant
movement was proposed [8]. Results show that SCAO
does not exceed ACO when no of tasks is 100, because it
involves pre-processing time. With the increase in
number of tasks the make span of ACO is always more
than SACO. Hence, optimal solution is guaranteed with
least processing overheads, while maximizing utilization
of cloud servers, as observed in results. In this era of big
data, a lot of computing resources are required to
process huge data. So for flexibility, when a company
owns a private cloud cluster which is limited, a proper
public cloud resources selection and cost- productive
hybrid cloud infrastructure is required for processing big
data. The scheduling in hybrid cloud for heterogeneous
workloads [9] followed genetic algorithm to obtain optimal
choices of job queues by dividing jobs into I/O intensive
and CPU intensive jobs. The algorithm resulted in better
job response time and gave higher throughput than
private cloud cluster operations. There are many
workflow scheduling algorithms designed, neither of
which considered uncertainties associated with

dependent tasks- scheduling
algorithms
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Fig. 3. Classification Of Scheduling Algorithms For Dependent
Tasks

Dynamic Algorithms For Dependent Tasks. The online
mode scheduling algorithms for scheduling dependent
tasks take tasks and assign them at their arrival time
instantly. Path selection algorithm[7] and Ant Colony
Optimization[13] are the examples of online mode
scheduling algorithms (consider table). Hybrid Cloud
Optimized Cost(HCOC) [16] is another algorithm working
in online mode to schedule workflows; that firstly tries
local scheduling using HEFT[6]. As we saw, lots of work
has been done in task scheduling for cloud computing,
however the newest researched algorithms have been
finely discussed in next section.

3 LITERATURE SURVEY
There are many parameters based on which algorithms
have been proposed. These parameters if considered
improve the utilization of cloud resources. Scheduling in
case of mobile cloud computing is well researched. Task
scheduler model [1] for mobile cloud computing is one of
the algorithm that focused on reducing energy
consumption and monetary cost in case of deployment in
public cloud and energy consumption parameter in case
of deploying in private cloud. Most algorithms consider
CPU and memory as important resource; the proposed
heuristic approach [2] takes bandwidth to load tasks to
resources as constraint. Here each task is processed
before actual allocation. The algorithm effectively utilizes
memory, bandwidth and CPU when compared with the
existing algorithms and gives 50% less response time. .
For scheduling in heterogeneous cloud environment, a
map reduce scheduling algorithm [3] was proposed that
considered job deadline unlike other map reduce
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workflows. The uncertain execution time of a task on
amachine, and the random uncertain arrival of workflows
resulted in the coming of unceRtainty aware Online
Scheduling Algorithm[17] abbreviated as ROSA. Being
aware of uncertainties, this algorithm optimizes service

ISSN 2277-8616

renting cost, resource utilization, schedule deviation and
resource utilization fairness. Following is the table which
carefully compares the proposed algorithms surveyed
above

TABLE 1
SUMMARIZATION OF VARIOUS SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Referenc
e

Et al Liu
[6]

Et
al
Khorram
nejad
[7]

Et
al.
Nasr
[8]

Et
al.
Haque
[9]

Et
al
Zhenyu
Wen
[10]

Algorithm
Deadline
constrained
multi
objective
task
scheduling
algorithm(HEFT-T) in
MCC

Path
selection
algorithm(workflow
scheduling)

Two phase hybrid
CR-AC
algorithm
(workflow scheduling
algorithm)

Priority-based
process
scheduling(PRIPSA)
algorithm

Extended dynamic
constraint algorithm

Objective

Optimal
parameters

To
minimize
both total cost and
mean load under
mobile
cloud
computing
environment

Total
cost, mean
load,
deadline

Reduce
response time and
cost to process
multimedia data

Respons
e time, cost,
along
with
virtual
memory
processing
speed and
user request
arrival rate

combines two
traditional
algorithms
to
effectively
schedule
workflows
with
lower cost and
reduced
makespan
load
management,
energy
consumption,
reducing
the
starvation problem
of the processes,
and
maximizing
the revenue

Reduce total
cost along with
providing security
and reliability

Future work

Improve prefetching
and
caching
learning
schemes,
and
reducing miss-ratio
in these schemes.

makesp
an, cost

Matlab
2016a

Matlab
scripts

As
data
rate
transmission
increases,
cost is also increasing and
vice versa. So, cost efficient
workload scheduling has to
be enalbled along with
prefetcher in multimedia
cloud.

Cloudsim
toolkit

how to include
performance
requirements and
benifits from new
cloud
resources
that
become
available
during
workflow execution

Result
When no of tasks taken
reaches 80, it gives lowest
total cost but mean load is
high; overall gives optimal
total cost and mean load
than HEFT and CMSACO
algorithms.

Cloudsim
toolkit

waiting
time,
throughput
and
starvation of
processes
monetar
y cost(cost
of computing
power, data
storage and
inter-cloud
communicati
on)

Tool

CR-AC
gives
Makespan = 1min, while
CRO, ACO take more than
2 min to complete same
application; also saves
more than 4500$ than
traditional CRO and ACO.
On comparison, the
avg waiting time of preemptive
is
increasing
exponentially, rather than
PRIPSA which gives higher
throughput
and
the
starvation increasing rate is
very low for 10 simulation
results.

WorkflowSi
Guarantees
security,
m
and reduces 25% failures, and
Dynamic
generates
cheapest
CloudSim
solution compared to other
algorithms.

Statements that serve as captions for the entire table do not need footnote letters.
a
Gaussian units are the same as cgs emu for magnetostatics; Mx = maxwell, G = gauss, Oe = oersted; Wb = weber, V = volt, s
= second, T = tesla, m = meter, A = ampere, J = joule, kg = kilogram, H = henry.
studied proposals considering its merits over the others.
In the future, the main focus will be on analyzing in deep
the uncertainties in scheduling of tasks and improving the
uncertainty aware algorithm based on the study provided
in this paper.

4 CONCLUSION
Without considering scheduling in cloud systems, the
outperformance would not be as much as it is now for
famous cloud providers like Amazon EC2, Microsoft
Azure. In this paper the scheduling algorithms were
briefly compared and outlined. Also, the comparative
analysis provides a detailed understanding. It is seen that
various algorithms based on different parameters give
different performance. For a scheduling algorithm to be
ideal, different parameters are considered sequentially
after completing one prioritized parameter. The
researchers working in this domain can select one of the
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